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Wayne Hartmann
CEO, Mentor, Program Director - 10X-E

Wayne is the founder of H2 Business Consulting and draws on over 30 years 

of experience in diverse environments to bring solutions to the business. 

Seventeen years of this experience were spent at executive level, working 

out what makes businesses successful and what does not. Wayne was 

previously involved in leading a scale-up business across Africa and has lead 

several business turnarounds. He is currently focussed on execution, 

leadership, systems and processes for scaling businesses.

LinkedIn profile

https://www.linkedin.com/in/wayne-hartmann-execdirector/
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RAVINDER SIKAND 
SENIOR PARTNER - ENERGY ACCESS VENTURES

Having grown up in Kenya, Ravinder brings experiences that allow him broad 

and unique perspectives. Having been an early stage investor with eventures 

(Softbank and News Corp JV) and currently with Energy Access Ventures 

(impact fund) as well as having been a founder, Ravinder has an empathy and 

an understanding of the drivers for improving entreprenurial outcomes. As 

Director of Financial Advisory at Deloitte East Africa and thereafter with the 

PPP Unit at the National Treasury in Kenya, he has worked on many projects 

relating to the region’s infrastructure development. Ravinder is also a Director 

with WWF Kenya and a mentor at Endeavor and Antler. Ravinder holds a BA 

from Fordham University, New York and an MBA from the Australian Graduate 

School of Management.

LinkedIn profile

https://ke.linkedin.com/in/ravinder-sikand-0b966a
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Rosanne Whalley
CEO - AHL Venture Partners
Based in Nairobi, Rosanne leads all aspects of AHL’s strategic and operational 

activities. She brings over a decade of direct investing experience in Africa and 

building financial institutions. Prior to assuming the CEO role, Rosanne lead 

investments in East and Southern Africa, providing active post-investment portfolio 

support. Before AHL, Rosanne worked for InfraCo Africa, where she focused on 

investing in distributed solar PV mini-grids. Before that, she joined AgDevCo as its 

second employee, helping to build AgDevCo into a leading pan-African agri-investor. 

Her role at AgDevCo culminated in 3 years in Mozambique as Country Manager, 

sitting on the board of numerous agricultural companies, structuring deals and 

overseeing 22 investments across multiple value chains. Rosanne has degrees from 

the University of York (BA Hons) and the London School of Economics (MSc). 

LinkedIn profile

https://www.linkedin.com/in/rosanne-whalley-57067833/?originalSubdomain=ke

